NEWSLETTER
FRIDAY 26 FEBRUARY
10 more days ... we're counting down!
A school without children is just a series of empty buildings; every single member of staff is looking
forward to seeing smiling (and no doubt noisy) children back here on Monday 8th March!

Race Across the World & Challenge Carrick
George L and Aaryan S have been going
head to head and 'crushing it' in the
Challenge Carrick this week. George came
out on top and his score of 3,872 ranks him
22 out of nearly 9,000 people doing this
worldwide! An international sports star!

Life coach news
Since January, the Year 7 DISC Personality/Behaviour project has asked students to look at themselves,
particularly when they are NOT at their best. Another way of describing this is ‘how your child behaves
under pressure’. Click here to read more.

Prep
In Art, Year 4 have been
designing their own doors.
They have made some very
creative drawings, paintings
and collages.

Matthias enjoyed his guitar lesson with
Mr Nunn.
Year 7 & 8 have been looking at density
this week. Their challenge was to 'float'
different solutions of sugar on top of
each other. This is Jennifer's very
effective experiment!
Henry has been
enjoying the
sunshine and
played out in
the woods.
Louis is
wearing the
paper shoes he
made for DT.
Year 5 have been growing salt crystals this
term. Here is Josh D's successful experiment!
In English, Year 4 learnt all about Sam and his
onions from the story of 'Holes'. They had to
come up with their own onion remedies and
even made Sam’s miracle onion dip, which
was very tasty!

Prep
This week in English, Year 4 children have been writing their
own calligram poems about ‘the big thumb’! In the story
'Holes', Stanley Yelnats believes he sees a mountain in the
distance that looks like a giant fist with a thumb sticking up.
Here is one of the wonderful poems:

In story hour, 4TC listened to 'Grandad’s Island' by Benji Davies. They then drew their own
paradise island! Here are islands drawn by Aarav, Rohan and Max.

Year 6 has been finding out about the natural wonders of the Americas. They have put together
some lovely presentations using PowerPoint.

Pre-Prep &
Nursery
The Year 1 key worker children took
advantage of the sunny weather this
week and played in the woods, while
the Oaks children couldn't wait to
get into the sandpit!

Reception started their new topic ‘Farms’ with a bang! They all enjoyed using a variety of materials
to make something that can be found on the farm. Here are a few examples:
Noah S with his farm lorry, Hatty L with her farm animals, Dylan J with his piggy and Nikolas G with
his farm yard.

Acorns class had a treat this week when Miss Davis’ tortoise Albus came to visit. We learnt
about what he eats and how to care for him. At 'forest fun' we went looking for hidden
tortoises with numbers on them.
Here are some
fabulous Year 1
pictures, inspired by
the artist
Georgia O’Keeffe.

Ena in Year 1 played chess with
some of her friends in class
online;
Joshua used things found around
the house to create a horse and
cart;
Viyan played bingo;
Ralph and Poppy matched
numbers during their game of
bingo.

Oaks have been flying high as
Superheroes this week and
have a ‘Superhero
Headquarters’ in the
classroom where they have
been helping those in need
with their Super Powers!
Paige in Oaks helped her
mummy make a ‘Batmobile’.

The Year 2’s have been making Tudor houses this week. We have had an enthusiastic start to our
new topic on the 'Great Fire of London' with some wonderful renditions of their own 'Fire' poems!

Fun in the Sun

Welcome back to Charlotte Mendola.
Having started in the Nursery in 2001,
‘Miss Mendola’ has just joined us as an
assistant in Nursery & Pre-Prep.
Charlotte says it is wonderful to be back,
and the school is just as welcoming for staff
as it always was for the children!

Stars of the Week
Rec JD
Rec AH
1 SPS
1 JB
2 DP
2 HA

Amelia
Viyan
Freya
Louis
Havana
Kian

Excellent effort and enthusiastic reading
Great reading and lovely RWI work
Super online learning and lovely artwork inspired by Georgia O’Keefe
Contimued good lockdown learning and great sentences with adjectives
Working very hard and excellent teamwork
Wonderful performance of his ‘Fire’ poem

